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Abstract: 
#OMPETITION IS THE OUTSTANDING CHARACTERISTIC OF TODAYgS BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 4HE STRUGGLE TO WIN MORE CUSTOMERS IS 
INCREASING 4HERE IS NOT ANY MANUFACTURING SERVICE AND BUSINESS WHICH CAN SURVIVE WITHOUT SATISFIED CUSTOMERS 4HE 
THING THAT IS MORE IMPORTANT IS THAT WANTS DEMANDS AND EXPECTATIONS OF THE CUSTOMERS ARE INCREASING DAILY AND THIS 
TREND  WILL  BE  ACCOMPANIED  WITH  GREAT  DEVELOPMENTS  4HIS  FACT  HAS  FORCED  THE  BUSINESSES  CONSIDER  THE  CUSTOMERSg 
EXPECTATIONS  AS  AN  APPROACH  WHICH  IS  VERY  IMPORTANT  IN  KEEPING  THE  LONGTERM  RELATIONSHIP  WITH  CUSTOMERS 
-EANWHILE SOME APPROACHES SUCH AS TARGET COSTING AND VALUEBASED PRICING HAVE BEEN APPLIED MOSTLY AS A RESULT OF 
CONSIDERING THESE LONGTERM RELATIONSHIPS IN INDUSTRIES !S A PRINCIPLE AND EFFICIENT TOOL IN MANAGEMENT TARGET COSTING 
IS CONSIDERED AS A MULTIDIMENSIONAL APPROACH FOR DESIGNING THE PRODUCTS TO MANAGE THE PRICE AND REDUCE COST )N THIS 
METHOD BASED ON SURVEYS IN THE MARKET THE SALE PRICE FOR THE PRODUCTS IS ANTICIPATED BEFORE PRODUCTION PROCESSES START 
AND  THEN  THE BUSINESS  TRY  TO DESIGN AND PRODUCE  THE PRODUCT BASED ON  THE PREDETERMINED COST  TO ACHIEVE  THE PROFIT 
INTENDED BY THE MANAGEMENT AND AT THE SAME TIME ENTAIL DESIRED QUALITY AND COMPETITIVE CONDITIONS IN A WAY THAT IT 
CAN RESULT IN CUSTOMERSg SATISFACTION AS THEY DESERVE )N VALUEBASED PRICING THE CUSTOMERSg COGNITION IS USED AS THE 
KEY  CRITERION  IN  PRICING  AND  IT  SHOULD BE  NOTED  HERE  THAT  THE  VALUE  FOR  CUSTOMER  DOES  NOT MEAN  LOW PRICES  FOR  THE 
PRODUCT  OR  THE  SERVICE  )N  THIS  ARTICLE  WE  WILL  FOCUS  ON  THE  MOST  IMPORTANT  RELATIONSHIPS  BETWEEN  THESE  TWO 
APPROACHES  #USTOMER  ORIENTATION  IS  THE  DISTRIBUTION  OF  DATA  RELATED  TO  THE  CUSTOMERS  IN  THE  WHOLE  ORGANIZATION 
DEVISING  STRATEGIES  AND  TACTICS  TO MEET  THE  NEEDS OF  THE MARKET  PRACTICALLY  AND  BY  ALL  PARTS  IN  AN ORGANIZATION  AND 
ACHIEVING GENERAL COMMITMENT BY ALL PERSONNEL REGARDING THE PROGRAMS DEVISED &INALLY AN INTEGRATED MODEL BASED 
ON THE EXPECTATIONS OF THE CUSTOMERS WILL BE PRESENTED IN WHICH THE QUALITY AND THE COST EXPECTED BY THE CUSTOMERS IS 
CONSIDERED AS THE PRINCIPAL FACTORS 
 
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 1. Introduction: 
4ODAY MOST COMPANIES AND INDUSTRIES NEED THE TWO PRINCIPLE FACTORS OF BETTER QUALITY AND LOWER PRICE IN 
ORDER  TO  SURVIVE AND KEEP  THEIR COMPETITIVE CAPABILITIES !LSO  THEY  SHOULD  TAKE  INTO CONSIDERATION SOME 
OTHER  FACTORS  SUCH  AS  BETTER  SERVICES  PERFORMANCE  RELIABILITY  IN  TIME  FLEXIBILITY  CONSISTENCY  AND 
HOMOGENEITY ;= 4HESE DAYS THE REASONABLE PRICE IS NOTICED BY CUSTOMERS AND THE COMPANIES AS A NORM 
#USTOMERS LIKE TO HAVE A ROLE IN PRICE DETERMINATION FOR THE PRODUCTS /F COURSE THIS PRICE DETERMINATION 
IS DONE  REGARDING  THE QUALITY GRAPHIC  SHAPE AND DESIRABILITY BECAUSE DIFFERENT CUSTOMERS HAVE DIFFERENT 
EXPECTATIONS TOWARDS SIMILAR PRODUCTS /N THE OTHER HAND INDUSTRIES AND COMPANIES TRY TO ENTER A PRODUCT 
WITH REASONABLE PRICE AND HIGH QUALITY BY REDUCING THE COST TO CHANGE THEIR CUSTOMERS INTO THEPERMANENT 
ONES BY KEEPING THEM SATISFIED 4HUS THEY NEED TO CONSIDER THE EXPECTATIONS OF THE CUSTOMERS OF THE PRICE 
AND QUALITY OF THE PRODUCT 6ALUEBASED PRICING WHICH CONSIDERS CUSTOMERSg EXPECTATIONS ESPECIALLY BY THE 
HELP OF TARGET COSTINGWHICH IS A PRICE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM TRIES TO MANUFACTURE A PRODUCT WHICH CONSIDERS 
THE EXPECTATIONS OF MOST CUSTOMERS 
4HOSE SUPPLIERS WHICH CAN PRESENT PRODUCTS WITH SIMILAR QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE BUT WITH LOWER PRICES 
CAN WIN THE COMPETITION WITH THEIR RIVALS AND INCREASE THEIR SHARE OF THE MARKET "ESIDES THE LIMITATIONS OF 
THE RESOURCES LEAD THE MANAGEMENT TOWARDS USING PRICE MANAGEMENT APPROACHES BECAUSE THE MANAGEMENT 
DESIRES  MORE  EFFICIENCY  OF  THE  RESOURCES  4HE  EFFICIENCY  MEANS  TO  MANUFACTURE  GOODS  AND  SERVICES 
EXPECTED BY  THE  CUSTOMERS WITH  THE  LEAST  RESOURCES  CONSUMED  IN  A WAY  THAT  IT  INCREASES  THE  VALUE  AND 
REDUCES THE PRICE ;=  
 
2. Literature Review: 
2.1.THE ORIGIN OF TARGET COSTING 
! RETROGRADE APPROACH FOR DETERMINING PRODUCT COSTS WHICH IS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT FEATURES OF TARGET 
COSTING CAN BE FOUND AS EARLY AS THE BEGINNING OF THE LAST CENTURY AT &ORD IN THE 5NITED 3TATES AND IN THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF  THE 6OLKSWAGEN "EETLE  IN 'ERMANY  IN  THE S !T 6OLKSWAGEN  IN ORDER  TO MEET  THE 
PRICE GOAL OF $-  ALTERNATIVE  TECHNICAL  SOLUTIONS WERE WEIGHED ON  THE BASIS OF COST CONSIDERATIONS 
;=9ET  A  FULLFLEDGED  TARGET  COSTING  APPROACH  BEGAN  DURING  THE  PERIOD  OF  SCARCE  RESOURCES  AFTER 7ORLD 
7AR )) $URING THIS TIME !MERICANS CREATED A CONCEPT OF MAXIMIZING DESIRABLE PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES WHILE AT 
THE SAME TIME MINIMIZING PRODUCT COSTS ;=4HE TECHNIQUE BECAME KNOWN AS hVALUE ENGINEERINGv AND WAS 
SUBSEQUENTLY ADOPTED BY *APANESE COMPANIES IN ORDER TO WITHSTAND STIFF COMPETITION WITHIN *APAN )N THE 
S VALUE ENGINEERING WAS COMBINED WITH THE IDEA OF INFLUENCING AND REDUCING PRODUCT COSTS AS EARLY 
AS POSSIBLE DURING THE PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT STAGES OF A PRODUCT ;= 
4HE  FIRST  USE  OF  VALUE  ENGINEERING  IN  *APANKNOWN  AS  hGENKAKIKAKUvOCCURRED  AT  4OYOTA  IN   
THOUGH IT WASNT MENTIONED IN *APANESE LITERATURE UNTIL  ;= ,ATER hGENKAKIKAKUv WAS TRANSLATED INTO 
hTARGET  COSTINGv  THE  TERM  NOW  USED  THROUGHOUT  THE  WORLD  2SLER  	  DID  ETYMOLOGICAL  RESEARCH  TO 
CLARIFY THE DERIVATION OF THE TERM hTARGET COSTINGv FROM *APANESE LANGUAGE WHICH IS DESCRIBED IN &IGURE  
%VEN THOUGH +ATO 	 CRITICIZES THE USE OF hTARGET COSTINGv AS A TRANSLATION OF hGENKAKIKAKUv THE TERM 
HAS BEEN GENERALLY ACCEPTED  IN  THE 7ESTERN WORLD !T  THE  ANNUAL MEETING OF  THE  *APAN #OST 3OCIETY  IN 
 THE OFFICIAL NAME WAS MADE hTARGET COST MANAGEMENTv ON THE GROUNDS THAT hTARGET COSTINGv WAS TOO 
VAGUE AND DID NOT CONVEY THE TRUE MEANING OF hGENKAKIKAKUv ;= 
 
 
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2.2. Pricing:  !MONG  MARKETING  MIXTURE  PRICE  PRODUCT  DISTRIBUTION  ADVANCEMENT	  PRICE  IS  THE  ONLY 
FACTOR WHICH CREATES INCOME !LSO PRICE IS THE MOST FLEXIBLE FACTOR IN MARKETING BECAUSE WE CAN CHANGE IT 
RAPIDLY !LTHOUGH COMPETITION OVER PRICE IS THE MAIN CONCERN WHICH COMPANIES ENCOUNTER MOST FIRMS CAN 
NOT  SOLVE  THIS  PROBLEM  PROPERLY  7HEN  THE  PRODUCT  QUALITY  OF  DIFFERENT  COMPANIES  ARE  EQUAL  AND  THE 
COMPETITION  IS  MORE  SEVERE  THE  PRICE  FACTOR  CHANGES  INTO  ONE  OF  THE  MOST  IMPORTANT  FACTORS  WHICH 
MAINTAINS  AND  ABSORBS  THE  CUSTOMERS  AND  THEIR  LOYALTY  AND  SATISFACTION  4HIS  IS  BETTER  FELT  THESE  DAYS 
BECAUSE OF EXTRAORDINARY SPREAD OF INTERNET ;= 
0RICING  IS  SIMPLY  PRICE  IDENTIFICATION  FOR  GOODS  AND  SERVICES  0RICING  IS  AN  ACTIVITY  WHICH  SHOULD  BE 
REPEATED  AND  IT  IS  A  PERMANENT  AND  CONTINUOUS  PROCESS  4HIS  PERMANENCE  IS  DERIVED  FROM  THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES AND INCONSISTENCY OF MARKET CONDITIONS WHICH CREATES THE NECESSITY TO REPEAT THIS 
PROCESS ;= 
3. THE DEFINITIONS OF TARGET COSTING 
!PPARENTLY  MANY  *APANESE  SCHOLARS  DO  NOT  THEMSELVES  AGREE  ON  THE  EXACT  MEANING  OF  hGENKAKIKAKUv 
4HERE  ARE  A  NUMBER  OF  DIFFERENT  CONCEPTS  AND  DEFINITIONS  ;= !S (IROMOTO  	  STATES  h4HEY  DONT 
SIMPLY DESIGN PRODUCTS TO MAKE BETTER USE OF TECHNOLOGIES AND WORK FLOWS THEY DESIGN AND BUILD PRODUCTS 
THAT WILL MEET  THE PRICE  REQUIRED  FOR MARKET  SUCCESSWHETHER OR NOT  THAT PRICE  IS  SUPPORTED BY CURRENT 
MANUFACTURING  PRACTICES  4HEIR  MANAGEMENT  ACCOUNTING  SYSTEMS  INCORPORATE  THIS  COMMITMENTv;= 
3IMILARLY  3AKURAI  	  WRITES  THAT  hxTARGET  COSTING  CAN  BE  DEFINED  AS  A  COST  MANAGEMENT  TOOL  FOR 
REDUCING THE OVERALL COST OF A PRODUCT OVER ITS ENTIRE LIFE CYCLE WITH THE HELP OF PRODUCTION ENGINEERING 
2$  MARKETING  AND  ACCOUNTING  DEPARTMENTSv  ,ATER  hGENKAKIKAKUv  WAS  VIEWED  AS  A  TOOL  OF  PROFIT 
MANAGEMENT ;= !S -ONDEN 	 FOR EXAMPLE STATES h4ARGET COSTING IS DEFINED AS A COMPANYWIDE 
PROFIT  MANAGEMENT  ACTIVITY  DURING  THE  NEW  PRODUCT  DEVELOPMENT  STAGE  THAT  INCLUDES  	  PLANNING 
PRODUCTS  THAT  HAVE  CUSTOMERPLEASING  QUALITY  	  DETERMINING  TARGET  COSTS  INCLUDING  TARGET  INVESTMENT 
COSTS	  FOR  THE  NEW  PRODUCT  TO  YIELD  THE  TARGET  PROFIT  REQUIRED  OVER  THE MEDIUM  TO  LONG  TERM  GIVEN  THE 
CURRENT MARKET CONDITIONS AND 	 DEVISING WAYS TO MAKE  THE PRODUCT DESIGN ACHIEVE TARGET COSTS WHILE 
ALSO SATISFYING CUSTOMER NEEDS FOR QUALITY AND PROMPT DELIVERYv;= 
&IGURE 4HE /RIGIN OF 4ARGET #OSTING 
3OURCE 2SLER & 	 4ARGET #OSTING FÓR DIE !UTOMOBILINDUSTRIE 
7IESBADEN  %NGLISH TRANSLATION HAS BEEN ADDED BY THE AUTHORS	                  
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!  DETAILED  DISCUSSION  OF  THE  VARIOUS  DEFINITIONS  BY  *APANESE  SCHOLARS  CAN  BE  FOUND  IN  THE  WORK  OF 
3EIDENSCHWARZ WHICH CLASSIFIES THE DEFINITIONS INTO THREE DIFFERENT 	 CATEGORIES 
x -ARKETORIENTED (IROMOTO	 
x %NGINEERINGORIENTED 3AKURAI AND -ONDEN	 
x 0RODUCT FUNCTIONORIENTED 4ANAKA AND 9OSHIKAWA	 ;= 
!S  THE  VARIETY  OF  DEFINITIONS  INDICATES  hGENKAKIKAKUv  WAS  NOT  DEVELOPED  WHOLE  FROM  AN  ESTABLISHED 
THEORY BUT PIECEMEAL AND IN PRACTICE FROM COMPETITIVE PRESSURE IN *APAN WHICH WILL BE DESCRIBED IN DETAIL 
IN THE NEXT SECTION	 4HIS IS ALSO EVIDENCE OF THE BROADNESS OF THE CONCEPT &OR EXAMPLE TARGET COSTING HAS 
BEEN  TIED CLOSELY  TO  TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT 41-	 EFFORTS AND FACTORY  AUTOMATION PROGRAMS  IN MANY 
COMPANIES ;= 4HE BROADNESS OF TARGET COSTING EXTENDS BEYOND TECHNICAL ASPECTS THUS RAISING SIGNIFICANT 
BEHAVIORAL IMPLICATIONS &OR EXAMPLE +ATO ET AL 	 CONSIDER TARGET COSTING AN INTEGRATING MECHANISM 
THAT TIES THE VARIOUS FUNCTIONAL UNITS IN A COMPANY TOGETHER INTO ONE COHERENT SYSTEM )MPLEMENTING TARGET 
COSTING  EFFECTIVELY  REMOVES  INTERNAL  BARRIERS  OF  COMMUNICATION  AMONG  THE  EMPLOYEES  ;=  (IROMOTO 
	 EMPHASIZES THE MOTIVATING EFFECT OF TARGET COSTING AND THE RESULTING INNOVATIVE ENERGY (E BELIEVES 
THAT  THE  GOAL  OF MANAGEMENT  ACCOUNTING  IS  TO MOTIVATE  EMPLOYEES  AND PROVIDE  INSTRUMENTS  THAT  ENABLE 
EMPLOYEES TO THINK AND ACT IN THE RIGHT WAY ;= 
 
4. THE PROCESS OF TARGET COSTING 
4HE  UNIQUENESS  OF  *APANESE  TARGET  COSTING  COMES  INTO  PLAY  WHEN  STRATEGIC  PRODUCT  POSITIONING  IS 
COMPLETED  IN COORDINATION WITH  THE COMPANYS GENERAL STRATEGY 4HIS  IS ALSO  THE POINT  IN  TIME WHEN  THE 
PRODUCTMARKET MIX HAS BEEN DETERMINED AND INFORMATION ABOUT WHAT PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES AND WHAT RELATED 
PRICES  CONSUMERS DESIRE  ARE  COLLECTED  THROUGH  A MARKET  ANALYSIS 5P  TO  THAT  POINT  THE  *APANESE WAY  IS 
SIMILAR  TO  THE  TRADITIONAL 7ESTERN  COST MANAGEMENT (OWEVER  THERE  ARE  IMPORTANT  DIFFERENCES  BETWEEN 
THESE TWO APPROACHES IN THE WAY THE MARKET INFORMATION IS GATHERED AND CONVERTED INTO AN ACTUAL PRODUCT 
;= ! MORE DETAILED COMPARISON IS PRESENTED IN &IGURE  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3OURCE 7ORTHY & 	 *APANS SMART SECRET WEAPON Fortune    
PP  
&IGURE 7ESTERN AND *APANESE #OST -ANAGEMENT 
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4HE *APANESE APPROACH  IS HIGHLY BENEFICIAL BECAUSE  IT WORKS  TO ACTIVELY CONTROL COSTS BEFORE OR DURING 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 5NDER THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH A COMPANY WAITED UNTIL MUCH LATER IN A PRODUCTS 
LIFE CYCLE BY WHICH TIME A SIGNIFICANT PART OF THE COSTS HAD BECOME FIXED #ONSEQUENTLY THE COMPANY HAD 
LITTLE ABILITY TO CHANGE OR CONTROL COSTS 4ARGET COSTING BEGINS WITH THE QUESTION h7HAT SHOULD A PRODUCTS 
COST BEv )N THEORY THIS QUESTION CAN BE ANSWERED BY THE FOLLOWING WELLKNOWN EQUATION 
3ALES 0RICE n 4ARGET 0ROFIT  4ARGET #OST 
 
5. Value-based pricing 
6ALUE BASED PRICING OR 6ALUE OPTIMIZED PRICING IS A BUSINESS STRATEGY )T SETS SELLING PRICES PRIMARILY BUT 
NOT EXCLUSIVELY ON THE PERCEIVED VALUE TO THE CUSTOMER RATHER THAN ON THE ACTUAL COST OF THE PRODUCT THE 
MARKET PRICE COMPETITORS PRICES OR THE HISTORICAL PRICE 
4HE  GOAL  OF  VALUEBASED  PRICING  IS  TO  BETTER  ALIGN  PRICE  WITH  VALUE  DELIVERED  0RICE  FOR  ANY  INDIVIDUAL 
CUSTOMER CAN BE CUSTOMIZED TO REFLECT THE SPECIFIC VALUE DELIVERED %XAMPLES COULD INCLUDE METRICS SUCH 
AS NUMBER OF USERS AND THE VALUE PER USERS NUMBER OF ANNUAL TRANSACTIONS AND THE VALUE PER TRANSACTION 
SIZE OF REVENUES AND THE IMPACT ON REVENUES COST SAVINGS OR OTHER MEASUREMENTS 6ALUE BASED PRICING IS 
INTENDED  TO MAKE  COMPANIES  BECOME MORE  COMPETITIVE  AND MORE PROFITABLE  THAN  USING  SIMPLER  PRICING 
METHODS )T CAN ALSO BE USED  IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCT MANAGEMENT TO CONFIGURE PRODUCTS  TO 
MAXIMIZE VALUE FOR SPECIFIC CUSTOMERS 
6ALUEBASED  PRICING  IS  DEPENDENT  UPON  AN  UNDERSTANDING  OF  HOW  CUSTOMERS  MEASURE  VALUE  THROUGH 
CAREFUL EVALUATION OF CUSTOMER OPERATIONS 3URVEY METHODS ARE  SOMETIMES USED  TO DETERMINE  THE VALUE 
AND THEREFORE THE WILLINGNESS TO PAY A CUSTOMER ATTRIBUTES TO A PRODUCT OR A SERVICE  
(ERE  IT  SHOULD  BE  MENTIONED  THAT  THE  VALUE  FOR  CUSTOMER  DOES  NOT  NECESSARILY  MEAN  LOW  PRICE  FOR  THE 
GOODS OR SERVICES ;= 
6ALUEBASED PRICING  IS  BASED  ON  THE  CUSTOMERS PERCEPTION OF  THE  VALUE OF  THE PRODUCT  NOT  ON PRODUCT 
COSTS SEE &IGURE 	  
 
 
 
 
6ALUEBASED PRICING STRATEGIES ARE FOCUSED ON CREATING LONGTERM VALUE FOR THE CUSTOMER &ROM A MARKETING 
PERSPECTIVE THE  GOAL OF PRICING STRATEGY IS TO ASSIGN A PRICE THAT IS THE MONETARY EQUIVALENT OF  THE VALUE 
&IGURE 0RICING #ONFLICT IN THE 0RODUCT $EVELOPMENT 0ROCESS 
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THE  CUSTOMER  PERCEIVES  IN  THE  PRODUCT WHILE MEETING  PROFIT  AND    RETURN  ON  INVESTMENT  GOALS  ;= 4HIS 
PAPER POSITS  THE VIEW THAT  TRADITIONAL COSTBASED APPROACHES  TO PRICING ARE SHORTTERM  TACTICAL  IN NATURE 
AND PLACE THE INTERESTS OF THE SELLER OVER THE INTERESTS OF THE BUYER #ONVERSELY PRICING APPROACHES BASED 
ON  CUSTOMERS  PERCEPTIONS  OF  VALUE  ARE  STRATEGIC  AND  LONGTERM  IN  NATURE  SINCE  THEY  ARE  FOCUSED  ON 
CAPTURING  UNIQUE  VALUE  FROM  EACH MARKET  SEGMENT  THROUGH  THE  PRICING MECHANISM 7E WILL  ARGUE  THAT 
FIRMS NEED  TO  INVEST  TO CREATE hPRICING CAPITALv  TO ENSURE  THE  LONGTERM BENEFITS OF VALUEBASED PRICING 
&IRMS  THAT  INVEST  IN  A  STRATEGIC  PRICING  CENTER  CAN  MAKE  BETTER  PRODUCT  DECISIONS  THROUGHOUT  THE 
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS BY UNDERSTANDING HOW CUSTOMERS VALUE PRODUCT ALTERNATIVES AND ARRIVE AT PRICES THAT 
THEY ARE WILLING TO PAY 
6. The relationship between target costing and value-based pricing:  THERE  IS  MUCH  RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN TARGET COSTING AND VALUEBASED PRICING SUCH AS LONGTERM STRATEGIC APPROACH COMPETITION LONG
TERM PROFITABILITY AND CUSTOMER ORIENTATION "UT REGARDING THE IMPORTANCE OF THE  CUSTOMER AND CUSTOMER 
ORIENTATION  IN CURRENT CENTURY WE ONLY WILL  EXPLORE  THIS  ISSUE "EFORE DISCUSSING ABOUT  THE  RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN THESE TWO APPROACHES WE WILL BRIEFLY DISCUSS ABOUT ASPECTS OF THIS ISSUE RELATED TO CUSTOMER AND 
CUSTOMER ORIENTATION   
7. Aspects related to the customer 
&IRST THE COMPANY SHOULD KNOW THE DEFINITION OF THE VALUE BY THE CUSTOMER 4HEN THE COMPANY SHOULD TRY 
TO SUPPLY THE SATISFACTION BASED ON THE NEEDS AND VALUE STANDARDS BY THE CUSTOMER &INALLY IT SHOULD TRY TO 
MAINTAIN AND BE LOYAL TO THE CUSTOMERS 
Value:  IN  A  BUSINESS  RELATIONSHIP  THE  VALUE  IS  ESTABLISHED  FOR  THE  CUSTOMER  WHEN  THE  CUSTOMER  IS 
INTERESTED TO PURCHASE #USTOMERS DESCRIBE VALUE IN DIFFERENT WAYS SUCH AS 	 THE THING  THAT A CUSTOMER 
WANTS  FROM A PRODUCT OR A SERVICE 	 LOW PRICE 	 THE CORRELATION BETWEEN QUALITY AND PRICE AND 	 THE 
THING THAT A PERSON GAINS IN RETURN TO SOMETHING HESHE LOSES. 
Satisfaction: IT IS OUR JUDGMENT OF PERFORMING THE EXPECTATIONS AND THE SENSE WHICH HELPS THE CUSTOMERS 
FEEL SATISFIED 4HE SATISFIED CUSTOMERS IN A LONGTERM RELATIONSHIP ARE KEYS TO SUCCESS ESPECIALLY WHEN THEIR 
SATISFACTION CHANGES INTO LOYALTY 
Maintaining and loyalty: THE  CUSTOMERSg  LOYALTY  IS  SOMETHING  THAT  IS  TRACED  AFTER  THE  GOALS  IN  TODAYgS 
MARKET  4HERE  ARE  A  LOT  OF  EVIDENCES  THAT  PROVE  PROFITABLE  CUSTOMERS  ARE  THOSE  WHOMAINTAIN  A 
CONSISTENTRELATIONSHIP WITH THE COMPANY ,OYALTY RESULTS IN CUSTOMER CONSISTENCY AND SATISFACTION INCREASE 
IN  CUSTOMERS  AND  THE  RELATIONSHIPS  BETWEEN  CUSTOMERS  AND  FIRMS  ,OYALTY  CAN  BE  CONSIDERED  AS  THE 
INDIVIDUALgS  FEELING  REGARDING  THE  PERFORMANCE  OF  A  PRODUCT  OR  SERVICE  AND  HOW  THIS  FEELING  FORMS  THE 
CUSTOMERSg BEHAVIOR ,OYALTY IS RELATED TO THE PERFORMANCE AND ALSO HOW A CORRECT PRODUCT OR SERVICE CAN 
BE RECEIVED WITH A CORRECT PRICE AND IN TIME ;= 
8. Customer orientation 
8-1$URING THE PAST FOUR YEARS CUSTOMER VALUE HAS BEEN ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT VARIABLES PHYSICALLY 
AND  PRACTICALLY	  IN  MARKETING  MANAGEMENT  ;=  )N  THE  RELATED  LITERATURE  OF  THE  RESEARCHES  CARRIED  OUT 
CUSTOMER ORIENTATION REFERS TO THE SET OF BELIEFS WHICH LEADS THE PERSONgS BEHAVIOR TOWARDS CUSTOMERS AND 
CLIENTS )N FACT THE BASICS OF THESE BELIEFS ARE SOME BELIEFS WHICH ENTAIL PRIORITY OVER ALL THE OTHER THINGS )N 
HIS PRIORITY TO INTERESTS AND WANTS OF THE CUSTOMERS THE INTERESTS AND GOALS OF THE ORGANIZATION OR ENTITY IS 
FULLY NOTICED BECAUSE PAYING ATTENTION TO CUSTOMERS WILL RESULT  IN FULFILLING THE LONGTERM BENEFITS OF THE 
ORGANIZATION 7E  CAN  CALL  CUSTOMER  SATISFACTION  AS  THE  PREREQUISITE  FOR  ALL  SUBSEQUENT  SUCCESSES  OF  THE 
ORGANIZATION BECAUSE IT IS A KEY FACTOR IN FORMING THE FUTURE TENDENCIES OF THE CUSTOMERS FOR PURCHASE AND 
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS MAY TALK ABOUT THEIR GOOD EXPERIENCES WITH THE COMPANY 4ODAY PAYING ATTENTION TO 
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THE  CUSTOMERSg  WANTS  HAS  FORCED  A  LOT  OF  ENTITIES  TO  IMPROVE  AND  UPGRADE  THEIR  RELATIONSHIP  WITH  THEIR 
CUSTOMERS ;= 
8-2. Customer orientation in value-based pricing: IN THIS METHOD THE NEEDS OF DIFFERENT GROUPS SUCH AS 
PRESENT AND NEW CUSTOMERS WILL BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION AND THE CUSTOMERS ARE PLACED IN THE FIRST RANK 
REGARDING  THE  CATEGORIZATION  OF KEY  ELEMENTS  IN  VALUEBASED PRICING 6ALUEBASED PRICING  CONSIDERS  THE 
CUSTOMERSg  EXPECTATIONS  OF  THE  GOODS  AND  SERVICES  VALUE  AND  THE  PRICE  IS  DETERMINED  BASED  ON  THEIR 
EXPECTATIONS OF THE GOODS AND THE GOODS COST IS PLACED IN A LOWER RANK COMPARED WITH THE CUSTOMERS %ACH 
CUSTOMER HAS DIFFERENT EXPECTATIONS FROM OTHERS AND THE FIRMS ARE TRYING TO KEEP THE PRESENT CUSTOMERS AND 
ADD  NEW  ONES  4HUS  THIS  SYSTEM  IS  A  LONGTERM  STRATEGY  WHICH  RESULTS  IN  PROFITABILITY  FOR  DIFFERENT 
INDUSTRIES  (ERE  WE  SHOULD  NOTE  THAT  CUSTOMER  VALUEBASED  PRICING  DOES  NOT  MEAN  THE  LOW  PRICES  FOR 
CUSTOMERS AS IT WAS MENTIONED IN PREVIOUS SECTION 
8-3. Customer orientation in target pricing:  IN  THIS  SYSTEM WHICH  EMPHASIZES ON PRICE MANAGEMENT 
DIFFERENT VIEWPOINTS OF CUSTOMERS ARE INCORPORATED IN PROGRAMMING AND DESIGNING THE PRODUCT 4HUS THE 
MANAGERS  IN  FIRMS  ASK  FOR  THE  VIEWPOINTS  OF  THE  CUSTOMERS  ABOUT  QUALITY  AND  PRICE  FOR  MANUFACTURING 
BETTER  PRODUCTS  TO  SUPPLY  A  PRODUCT  FOR  THE  MARKET  WHICH  GETS  CUSTOMERSg  SATISFACTION  4HE  MANAGERS 
DETERMINE THE PRICE FOR GOODS REGARDING THE MARKET CONDITIONS AND THE COMPETITIONS AND THE CUSTOMER DOES 
NOT INTERFERE IN THE PRICES PRACTICALLY AND THIS SYSTEM MAY SATISFY MANY CUSTOMERS !LTHOUGH THIS SYSTEM 
TAKES  INTO  CONSIDERATION  THE  DIFFERENT  VIEWPOINTS  OF  THE  CUSTOMERS  THE  THING  WHICH  IS  IMPORTANT  FOR 
CUSTOMERS IS THE PRICE OF GOODS 
8-4. The similarity and difference of value-based pricing and target costing: THESE TWO METHODS HAVE 
MANY  SIMILARITIES  7E  CAN  CONSIDER  VALUEBASED  PRICING  AS  A  COMPLETE  PATTERN  OF  CONSIDERING  THE 
CUSTOMERSg EXPECTATIONS BECAUSE MAKING DECISIONS IS CARRIED OUT BY THE CUSTOMERS )N BOTH SYSTEMS GOODSg 
QUALITY AND PRICE MANAGEMENT ARE SOMEHOW APPLIED "OTH SYSTEMS THE PROFITABILITY IS HIGHLY VALUED "UT 
THE MAIN DIFFERENCE OF  THESE  TWO  SYSTEMS  LIES  IN  THE DECISIONS OF PRICING  )T  IS  AN  ADVANTAGE  FOR VALUE
BASED PRICING AND A DEFECT FOR TARGET COSTING 
8-5.The new integrated model based on customer orientation:  ONE  OF  THE  MOST  IMPORTANT  ISSUES 
STUDIED  IN  FIRMS  AND  FINANCIAL  ENTITIES  IS  CUSTOMER  SATISFACTION  /N  THE  OTHER  HAND  THE  THEORISTS  ARE 
PERMANENTLY TRYING TO FIND NEW METHODS AND MODELS TO ACHIEVE CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 4HEY DO NOT AGREE 
ON  A  CONCISE  AND  GLOBAL  DEFINITION  FOR  SATISFACTION BUT MOSTLY  THEY  EMPHASIZE ON  A DEFINITION POSED BY 
/LIVER 	 /LIVER BELIEVES THAT SATISFACTION OR DISSATISFACTION OF THE CUSTOMER IS HISHER JUDGMENT OF 
THE SUCCESSES OR DISABILITIES OF  THE COMPANY  TO MEET  THE EXPECTATIONS OF  THE CUSTOMERS ACCORDING  TO  THE 
EXPECTATIONS  WHICH  RESULTS  IN  CUSTOMER  SATISFACTION  AND  THE  LACK  OF  MEETING  THOSE  NEEDS  WILL  RESULT  IN 
DISSATISFACTION OF THE CUSTOMER  ;= 
)N  THIS NEW MODEL  THE  SCHOLARS HAVE  TRIED  TO CONSIDER  THE  REAL NEEDS OF  THE CUSTOMERS 4HE QUALITY AND 
REASONABLE PRICE ARE TWO IMPORTANT ISSUES WHICH ARE INTERESTING FOR THE CUSTOMERS 4HUS THESE TWO ISSUES 
WERE  CONSIDERABLY  NOTICED  IN  THIS  MODEL  .OT  ONLY  CUSTOMERS  MAKE  DECISIONS  ABOUT  THE  QUALITY  OF  THE 
GOODS AND SERVICES  THEY BENEFIT  FROM A CONSIDERABLE SHARE  IN DECISIONS RELATED TO PRICING 5NLIKE TARGET 
COSTING IN WHICH THE PRICE IS DETERMINED BY THE MARKET BECAUSE OF THE COMPETITIONS AND THUS CREATIVITY IN 
ENTITYgS  PROFIT  IS  AVOIDED  IN  THIS MODEL  THE PRICE  IS  DETERMINED BASED ON  THE  CUSTOMERSg  REACTION  TO  THE 
PRICE 4HUS THE PRICE IS DETERMINED REGARDING THE INTERESTS AND TASTES AND PREFERENCES OF THE CUSTOMERS  
 
 
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)N  THIS NEW MODEL  THE  SCHOLARS HAVE  TRIED  TO CONSIDER  THE  REAL NEEDS OF  THE CUSTOMERS 4HE QUALITY AND 
REASONABLE PRICE ARE TWO IMPORTANT ISSUES WHICH ARE INTERESTING FOR THE CUSTOMERS 4HUS THESE TWO ISSUES 
WERE  CONSIDERABLY  NOTICED  IN  THIS  MODEL  .OT  ONLY  CUSTOMERS  MAKE  DECISIONS  ABOUT  THE  QUALITY  OF  THE 
GOODS AND SERVICES  THEY BENEFIT  FROM A CONSIDERABLE SHARE  IN DECISIONS RELATED TO PRICING 5NLIKE TARGET 
COSTING IN WHICH THE PRICE IS DETERMINED BY THE MARKET BECAUSE OF THE COMPETITIONS AND THUS CREATIVITY IN 
ENTITYgS  PROFIT  IS  AVOIDED  IN  THIS MODEL  THE PRICE  IS  DETERMINED BASED ON  THE  CUSTOMERSg  REACTION  TO  THE 
PRICE 4HUS THE PRICE IS DETERMINED REGARDING THE INTERESTS AND TASTES AND PREFERENCES OF THE CUSTOMERS  
9. * Customer relationship management: IT  IS  THE  TOTAL  BUSINESS  AND  MARKETING  STRATEGY  WHICH 
UNIFIES THE PROCESSESg TECHNOLOGY AND ALL BUSINESS ACTIVITIES FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE CUSTOMER 4HUS WE 
CAN CONCLUDE THAT CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT IS A BUSINESS STRATEGY IN ORDER TO OPTIMIZE THE 
PROFITABILITY  INCREASING  THE  INCOMES  AND  CUSTOMER  SATISFACTION  WHICH  IS  DESIGNED  BASED  ON  THE 
ORGANIZATION OF SERVICE DELIVERIES REGARDING THE CUSTOMER NEEDS AND INCREASING THE SATISFACTION LEVEL 
OF THE CUSTOMERS BASED ON CUSTOMER VALUE PRINCIPLES AND PERFORMING CUSTOMER VALUE PROCESSES ;= 
9-1. the goals of customer relationship management: 
 &IGURE  )NTEGRATED MODEL OF TARGET COSTING AND VALUE BASED PRICING  
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 )NCOME  INCREASE  A	  IDENTIFYING  NEW  OPPORTUNITIES    B	  REDUCING  LOST  OPPORTUNITIES  C	 
REDUCING CUSTOMER AVOIDANCE 
 ,OYALTY CREATION  IN CUSTOMERS    A	  IMPROVING SERVICES  TO  THE  CUSTOMERS   B	  IMPROVING 
APPEARANCE FOR THE CUSTOMERS 
 %XPENDITURES  REDUCTION    A	  SAVING  ORGANIZATIONgS  DATA  B	  REDUCING  MARKETING  RE
ADMINISTRATION ;=       
 
10. Conclusions: 
3ERIOUS ATTENTION TO THE CUSTOMERS IS A NECESSITY TO CONTINUE THE ACTIVITY IN TODAYgS COMPETITIVE MARKETS 
/RGANIZATIONS CAN REDUCE THEIR EXPENDITURES AND INCREASE THEIR INCOME THROUGH SATISFYING THEIR CUSTOMERS 
4HESE  DAYS  THE  COMPANIES  AND  ORGANIZATIONS  SHOULD  CONSIDER  A  SPECIAL  IMPORTANCE  FOR  CUSTOMER 
ORIENTATION  IN  ORDER  TO  DEVELOP  AND  SURVIVE  IN  ECONOMIC  COMPETITION  FIELDS  AND  INCREASE  THEIR 
COMMUNICATIONS WITH THEIR GOODS PURCHASERS MORE AND MORE )N THE RECENT BUSINESS APPROACHES ABSORBING 
THE CUSTOMER SATISFACTION HAS AN IMPORTANT AND CRUCIAL POSITION IN COMPANY GOALS AND TOP MANAGERS KNOW 
THAT THEIR SUCCESS TO ACHIEVE MACROGOALS IS RELATED TO THEIR CUSTOMER SATISFACTION /N THE OTHER HAND WE 
CAN  NOT  CLAIM  THAT  ALL  CUSTOMERS  HAVE  THE  SAME  ROLES  IN  COMPANY  SUCCESS  4HUS  ABSORBING  THE  KEY 
CUSTOMERSg SATISFACTION WILL BE MORE SERIOUS 3O WE SHOULD DEVISE AND IMPLEMENT A SYSTEM TO ABSORB AND 
KEEP CUSTOMERS THAT CAN MANAGE THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ORGANIZATION AND CUSTOMERS WELL 4HE NEW 
MODEL  PRESENTED  TRIES  TO  REMOVE  THE  DEFECT  OF  THOSE  SYSTEMS  SUCH  AS  TARGET  COSTING  WHICH  IGNORES  THE 
CUSTOMERS IN DECISION MAKINGS RELATED TO THE PRICING WITH THE HELP OFCUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT 
2EGARDING  THE  IMPORTANCE  OF  CUSTOMER  VALUE  IN  PRESENT  CENTURY  THE  COMPANIES  ARE  FORCED  TO  USE  THIS 
APPROACH IN ORDER TO SURVIVE IN THE MARKETS &INALLY IT IS SUGGESTED THAT DIFFERENT INDUSTRIES SHOULD NOTICE 
SYSTEMS IN WHICH THE CUSTOMER AND CUSTOMER VALUE IS CONSIDERABLY OBSERVED BECAUSE OUR CUSTOMERS NEED 
MORE CARE AND SERVICES COMPARED WITH THE CUSTOMERS IN THE PAST  
 
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